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Gluco Logger For Windows 8 Crack+ Free (Updated 2022)

Gluco Logger (GL) for Windows 8 is a handy application designed to help you keep an accurate log of
all the daily blood glucose values. The program lets you record and organize each reading
chronologically or by the level. Enter and manage your glucose values It's wrapped in a modern and
easy-to-use interface, structuring the functions in distinct sections, like New, Readings, Journal and
Taken at list. The app is installed through the Microsoft Store and it's compatible with Windows 8, 8..
From the settings, you can set the local date, time format and the glucose unit. Sort the records
based on the level or date To start, simply measure your glucose using a glucometer and type in the
date and time, value, the part of the day (breakfast, lunch, dinner) and additional notes. The entries
can be viewed in the Readings menu and sorted based on the date or value. Save your logs to a CSV
document Plus, you have the option to export the history to a CSV file anywhere on the computer.
The journal adopts a simple look similar to a notebook, where you can write all the issues or feelings
you come across during the day. It would've been nice if the app offered a few options to upload
pictures with the encountered problems or provide some emoticons to express the current mood.
Customize the predefined classifications The last panel lets you change the predefined categories,
such as before/after breakfast, lunch, medication or bed, with custom names, images and a short
description. The group can be disabled if it's not necessary anymore. Useful glucose tracker Taking
everything into account, Gluco Logger is a reliable software solution that comes in handy to
everyone who needs to log all their glucose levels, record issues they came across during the day or
the current mood, and edit the categories to best fit their needs. 01-04-2013, 12:27 PM Hendrik
Menz Gluco Logger is a handy application designed to help you keep an accurate log of all the daily
blood glucose values. The program lets you record and organize each reading chronologically or by
the level. Enter and manage your glucose values It's wrapped in a modern and easy-to-use interface,
structuring the functions in distinct sections, like "New", "Readings", "Journal" and "Taken at list".
The app is installed through the

Gluco Logger For Windows 8 Torrent (Activation Code)

Gluco Logger is a handy application designed to help you keep an accurate log of all the daily blood
glucose values. The program lets you record and organize each reading chronologically or by the
level. Enter and manage your glucose values It's wrapped in a modern and easy-to-use interface,
structuring the functions in distinct sections, like "New", "Readings", "Journal" and "Taken at list".
The app is installed through the Microsoft Store and it's compatible with Windows 8, 8.. From the
settings, you can set the local date, time format and the glucose unit. Sort the records based on the
level or date To start, simply measure your glucose using a glucometer and type in the date and
time, value, the part of the day (breakfast, lunch, dinner) and additional notes. The entries can be
viewed in the "Readings" menu and sorted based on the date or value. Save your logs to a CSV
document Plus, you have the option to export the history to a CSV file anywhere on the computer.
The journal adopts a simple look similar to a notebook, where you can write all the issues or feelings
you come across during the day. It would've been nice if the app offered a few options to upload
pictures with the encountered problems or provide some emoticons to express the current mood.
Customize the predefined classifications The last panel lets you change the predefined categories,
such as before/after breakfast, lunch, medication or bed, with custom names, images and a short
description. The group can be disabled if it's not necessary anymore. Useful glucose tracker Taking
everything into account, Gluco Logger is a reliable software solution that comes in handy to
everyone who needs to log all their glucose levels, record issues they came across during the day or
the current mood, and edit the categories to best fit their needs. Gluco Logger for Windows 8
Features ✔ To make it easier for you to log your blood glucose readings. ✔ Create a file and organize
it based on the date or value. ✔ Download the history to a CSV file so you can export it to Excel. ✔
Customize the predefined classifications with new names, images and a short description. ✔ Enjoy
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easy access to the program with the option to launch directly from the Start menu. ✔ Write your own
notes in the form of comments. ✔ Avoid b7e8fdf5c8
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Gluco Logger is a handy application designed to help you keep an accurate log of all the daily blood
glucose values. The program lets you record and organize each reading chronologically or by the
level. Enter and manage your glucose values It's wrapped in a modern and easy-to-use interface,
structuring the functions in distinct sections, like "New", "Readings", "Journal" and "Taken at list".
The app is installed through the Microsoft Store and it's compatible with Windows 8, 8.. From the
settings, you can set the local date, time format and the glucose unit. Sort the records based on the
level or date To start, simply measure your glucose using a glucometer and type in the date and
time, value, the part of the day (breakfast, lunch, dinner) and additional notes. The entries can be
viewed in the "Readings" menu and sorted based on the date or value. Save your logs to a CSV
document Plus, you have the option to export the history to a CSV file anywhere on the computer.
The journal adopts a simple look similar to a notebook, where you can write all the issues or feelings
you come across during the day. It would've been nice if the app offered a few options to upload
pictures with the encountered problems or provide some emoticons to express the current mood.
Customize the predefined classifications The last panel lets you change the predefined categories,
such as before/after breakfast, lunch, medication or bed, with custom names, images and a short
description. The group can be disabled if it's not necessary anymore. Useful glucose tracker Taking
everything into account, Gluco Logger is a reliable software solution that comes in handy to
everyone who needs to log all their glucose levels, record issues they came across during the day or
the current mood, and edit the categories to best fit their needs. Gluco Logger for Windows 8
Screenshot 2019/02/27 Justin Paul I use it to check my sugar levels every morning before breakfast
and it works quite well. I also use it to track my blood sugar all day. 2019/02/21 jameskristopher I
use it to keep track of my blood sugar while watching TV. Helps to see when I start to feel tired,
thirsty, hungry etc

What's New in the?

Gluco Logger is a handy application designed to help you keep an accurate log of all the daily blood
glucose values. The program lets you record and organize each reading chronologically or by the
level. Enter and manage your glucose values it's wrapped in a modern and easy-to-use interface,
structuring the functions in distinct sections, like "New", "Readings", "Journal" and "Taken at list".
The app is installed through the Microsoft Store and it's compatible with Windows 8, 8.. From the
settings, you can set the local date, time format and the glucose unit. Sort the records based on the
level or date to start, simply measure your glucose using a glucometer and type in the date and
time, value, the part of the day (breakfast, lunch, dinner) and additional notes. The entries can be
viewed in the "Readings" menu and sorted based on the date or value. Save your logs to a CSV
document plus, you have the option to export the history to a CSV file anywhere on the computer.
The journal adopts a simple look similar to a notebook, where you can write all the issues or feelings
you come across during the day. It would've been nice if the app offered a few options to upload
pictures with the encountered problems or provide some emoticons to express the current mood.
Customize the predefined classifications The last panel lets you change the predefined categories,
such as before/after breakfast, lunch, medication or bed, with custom names, images and a short
description. The group can be disabled if it's not necessary anymore. Using Glucose tracker Taking
everything into account, Gluco Logger is a reliable software solution that comes in handy to
everyone who needs to log all their glucose levels, record issues they came across during the day or
the current mood, and edit the categories to best fit their needs. Easier to use than glucometer
Gluco Logger is an application designed to keep an accurate log of all the daily blood glucose levels
by one's finger. The app has a dual display (laptop and mobile), helps to quickly enter the data, the
current time, day of the week and name of meal, and offers a simple navigation system. The user-
friendly design of the program is all it takes to start all the fun. Short description of Gluco Logger for
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System Requirements For Gluco Logger For Windows 8:

Minimum: OS: Win10 / Win8.1 / Win7 (64-bit only) Processor: Intel Core i3-5005U (2.20GHz), AMD
A4-5000 APU (2.60GHz) or better Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: AMD Radeon R7 250 (1GB) or Nvidia
GT 640 (1GB) or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 17 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX
compatible sound card Additional Notes: 1
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